
Redmine - Issues
# Subject

Redmine (4787)
40928 Unexpected checkbox behavior in project tree when configuring groups
40922 Unable to create project
40918 Wiki (markdown syntax): "Edit this section" does not extract SeText headings correctly
40914 Rounding error in my/page -> timelog
40913 Add bulk lock feature to user list context menu
40890 Show project changes on 'Activity' page
40859 server start fails upon update to Ruby 3.1.6
40856 random failing integration test for plugin routes in 5.1.3
40832 Deprecation warning regarding the use of the convert command in ImageMagick 7
40831 The icon-ok/icon-error png is not shown in the administration/information page
40809 context-menu shows out of screen when scrolled down with a lot of issues
40795 Can display 32 bit depth image in exported pdf file
40784 Add feature to get raw Textile/Markdown text in notes and descriptions
40763 Images missing from PDF Export
40744 Refresh history tabs look and feel
40728 Global Spent Time Loading Issue after Redmine Enhancement
40726 Disable jumping to journal's note after updating the issue
40720 (default) Columns set in settings do not show up when viewing issues
40717 Search results should be by modified date not created date
40716 Wiki (markdown syntax): "Edit this section" does not extract ATX headings correctly
40711 Better error messages for LDAP authentication
40707 Need update back_url definition to use relative url
40699 Split custom fields admin page in varios sheets or pages
40683 InlineAutocompleteSystemTest#test_inline_autocomplete_for_issues_with_double_hash_keep_syntax failure after #40237 fix
40660 Ask About Workflow menu in Redmine Tracker
40657 Rest API - filtering by regular expresion
40648 Session Strength Medium Vulnerability
40647 Attachment Download fails due to Content Security Policy in Safari
40643 Mail med länk att byta lösenord innehåller fel länk
40642 PDFs generated from Issues do not display images if text formatting language is Commonmark Markdown(experimental)
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40630 PDF Export generated internal error when an image is just after a bullet in a bulleted list
40628 403 when adding document when view documents permission is not granted but add document permission is
40588 Ability to disable table sort
40552 Activate CustomField when status changes
40538 Hi, can you help me with a Version Extended?
40528 Hangs when requesting after code changes in development mode
40499 Replace deprecated `document.execCommand` with Clipboard API in copyTextToClipboard function
40490 login page back_url always use http not https
40489 `copyTextToClipboard` to make it easy to see that you have copied to the clipboard
40450 Add API-Request for fetching Journals which has changed since a certain date/time
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